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The analysis of similar earthquakes, such as events in a seismic sequence, is an effective tool with which to
monitor and study source processes and to understand the mechanical and dynamic states of active fault
systems. We are observing seismicity that is primarily concentrated in very limited regions along the 1980
Irpinia earthquake fault zone in Southern Italy, which is a complex system characterised by extensional
stress regime. These zones of weakness produce repeated earthquakes and swarm-like microearthquake
sequences, which are concentrated in a few specific zones of the fault system. In this study, we focused on a
sequence that occurred along the main fault segment of the 1980 Irpinia earthquake to understand its
characteristics and its relation to the loading-unloading mechanisms of the fault system.
O
bserving and studying the seismicity of active faults has proven to be a fundamental step in studying the
geometry, mechanical properties, and time-dependent processes of fault zones. The accurate relocation
and study of the source properties of large catalogues of earthquakes were used to produce high-
resolution images of complex fault systems (e.g.
1); characterise the small-scale variability of faulting style, stress
and strength (e.g.
2); test mechanical models of rupture (e.g.
3); and study the processes associated with the
triggering of earthquakes and earthquake migration (e.g.
4).
Withinthisframework,repeatedearthquakesarefoundtoexhibituniquecharacteristics.Forexample,seismic
sequences that occur within a very small source area are characterised by highly similar waveforms
5,6. These
events offer aunique opportunityto study the fault processes at timescales that range from hoursto years. These
similar earthquakes can be located with great precision and can provide accurate estimates of the local stress
regime, the mechanical properties of the fault, and the efficiency of the loading mechanism
7,8.
The goal of observing the seismicity of an active fault system during its inter-seismic period has led to the
developmentofadenseseismicnetwork(ISNet-IrpiniaSeismicNetwork)thathasbeenoperationalsince2005in
SouthernItalyalongtheCampania-LucaniaApennine
9.ISNetincludesacompletecatalogueofeventssince2008
and constitutes a unique field laboratory, which monitors and studies the source processes in a complex seismo-
genicregionthatischaracterisedbyprevalentnormal-faultingseismicityandiscapableofgeneratingearthquakes
up to magnitude 7. The most recent of these high-magnitude earthquakes was the M 6.9 Irpinia earthquake in
1980
10. This was a complex, normal-faulting event characterised by different rupture episodes that nucleated
along three different fault segments, with a total approximate length of 60 km. The projections of those fault
segments are shown in Figure 1. This earthquake was the first in Italian history to produce substantial and clear
surface faulting.WestawayandJackson
11werethefirsttodiscovermorethan10 kmofbreakagesurface faulting.
Basedontheirfieldwork,PantostiandValensise
12subsequentlyreconstructedthreemainstrands,whichtogether
formed a 38-km-long, northwest-trending fault scarp.
Since2008,ISNethasrecordedapproximately1,200eventsalongtheCampania-LucaniaApennines,eachwith
alocalmagnitude (ML)oflessthan 3.4
13.Allofthe datawere acquiredwith asampling frequency of125 Hz.The
majorityoftherecordedseismicityisconcentratedinasmallnumberofregionsalongthe1980Irpiniaearthquake
fault zone. These zones of weakness produce repeated earthquakes and swarm-like microearthquake sequences
(Figure 1) that last from 2 to 5 days. They have a maximum moment magnitude of less than 3 and are char-
acterised by co-located events that share the same focal mechanism, which has been observed in the area
14.
Supplementary Figure S1 demonstrates that theseobservations are not related to the ISNet geometry because the
zones of weakness still remain when the seismicity is considered over the complete location threshold of the
network (ML 5 1.3)
14.
In this paper, we describe the steps of the detailed analysis that we performed on one of the sequences. We
discuss our results to enable a better understanding of the processes that control the occurrence and size of
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cesses to the fault system loading-unloading mechanisms.
Results
The analysed microearthquake sequence occurred in May 2008 and
lasted for 3 days. The sequence consisted of 19 small earthquakes
(0.8 , Mw , 2.9), which were located near the village of Laviano.
The sequence was recorded by 21 stations in the ISNet network and
11 stations in the Italian National Institute of Geophysics and
Volcanology (INGV) network, thus providing a total number of
242P-wavepicks and165 S-wave picks.The strikingwaveformsim-
ilarity and the clarity of the P-wave first motion polarity at different
stations indicated that events were co-located and shared the same
focal mechanism. An example of the strong similarity between each
event is shown in Figure 2. This figure shows band-pass-filtered (1–
20 Hz), normalised waveforms of the velocimetric vertical-compon-
ent records at the COL3, SNR3, and VDS3 stations for all of the
microearthquakes in the sequence. For the main event, we also mea-
sured 26 P-wave first motion polarities.
The absolute location of the sequence indicates that the events
occurred within errors along the main fault segment of the 1980
Irpinia earthquake, at an average depth of 10 km. After the double-
difference relocation process (see the Methods section), we found that
the events inthesequence werehighlyconcentratedtoa volume of less
than 300 m per side and were clearly aligned along an approximately
E-W direction, with the fault strike (287u) of the main event shown in
Figure 3a. Regarding the relative location, the estimated average ver-
ticalerror wasof approximately80 meters,while the estimated average
horizontal error was of approximately 20 m (Supplementary Table
S1). Although the events were extremely similar among the different
stations, which are shown in Figure 2, small differences within a few
samples in Ts-Tp times between pairs of microearthquakes were
allowed to resolve small variations in the event locations. Windows
of 0.5 seconds around the S-wave arrival time at the north component
of the SNR3 and COL3 stations are reported in Figure 3c and
Figure 3d, respectively.In these figures, traces of each event are aligned
with respect to the first P-wave arrival, and the main event (event 12)
is indicated with a red line. While a difference is not evident at the
COL3 station, it can be seen that at the SNR3 station, the S-wave for
some events, including the main event, arrived in advance compared
to the rest of the S-waves in the sequence. These observations were
consistent with a location of those events nearest to the SNR3 station,
as shown in Figure 3(a and b).
The sequence started on May 25, 2008, with an event of mag-
nitude Mw 5 1.0 at 2:53 UTC. During that day, ten microearth-
quakes occurred, with moment magnitudes ranging from 0.8 to 1.5.
On May 26, only one event occurred. At 16:19 UTC on May 27,
the main event (Mw 5 2.9) occurred west of the area affected by
Figure 1 | Density map of the 1200 microearthquakes located by the
ISNetsince2008. Theeventsaredisplayedonthemapwithredcircles.The
seismicity is concentrated in very limited regions along the 1980 Irpinia
earthquake fault zone, where the majority of the recorded sequences
occurred. AA’ indicates the vertical cross section reported in Figure 6.
Figure 2 | Vertical-component velocity records of the seismic sequence at the (a) COL3, (b) SNR3, and (c) VDS3 stations. The waveforms are band-
pass-filtered from 1 to 20 Hz and are amplitude-normalised. Events are ordered in time from earliest to latest and the event number increases with the
eventorigintime.WaveformsarealignedwithrespecttothefirstP-wavearrivaltime.RedandgreenverticalbarsindicatewindowscontainingtheP-and
S-wave arrival times, respectively. The S-to-P (SP) conversion at shallow interfaces is also indicated.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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region in which the other events occurred was activated again by
sixmicroearthquakesuntilMay28,withmomentmagnitudesranging
from1.6to2.3.Thelasteventofmagnitude1.2occurredtothewestof
themaineventatadistance ofapproximately200 m.Theprogression
of the sequence in time is shown in the Supplementary Figure S2.
Themaineventofthesequence(Mw52.9)wasclearlythelargest
event, as its seismic moment (2.4310
13 Nm) was approximately 2.5
timeslargerthanthecumulativeseismicmomentoftheothermicro-
earthquakes (9.9310
12 Nm, corresponding to Mw 5 2.6).
After assuming circular crack rupture propagation, we estimated
thesourceradiusandthestressdropfromtheinversionoftheS-wave
displacement spectra (see the Methods section). We found that the
high-frequency decay of the S-wave displacement spectra was pro-
portionaltov
2c,withc51.5160.68. Aself-similarscalinglawwas
maintained, with a constant stress drop Ds 5 3.9 6 2.2 MPa, as
shown by the red circles in Figure 4. The constant stress drop scaling
model results are appropriate after considering the entire seismicity
pattern recorded by the ISNet, as represented by the grey circles in
Figure4thatspanthemomentrangebetween10
11and10
14 Nm.The
self-similar, constant stress drop scaling was verified by a x
2 test,
which included uncertainties in the single estimates. We found
that the source radius ranges from approximately 20 to 100 m. For
comparison, we completed the plots by assigning each event for
whichtherewasnoreliableestimationofthesourceradiusaconstant
value of17 m,whichis theminimum spacescale thatis resolvablein
this analysis. After comparing the cumulative rupture area of the
smallest events to the area of the main event, the two areas were
found to have approximately the same dimensions; therefore, the
seismic moment of the main event is 2.5 times larger than the
Figure 3 | (a)Epicentresoftheanalysedseismicsequence. Thefaultstrike(287u)ofthemaineventisindicatedwithablacklinecrossingtherupturearea
ofthemainevent(redcircle).(b)RelativepositionofthesequencewithrespecttotheSNR3andCOL3stations.(c,d)Recordofthenorthcomponent of
the SNR3and COL3 stations ina0.5-second window aroundthe S-wave arrival time. Thetraces ofeach event are aligned withrespect to the firstP-wave
arrival, and the main event (event 12) is indicated with a red colour. The main differences in S-wave arrival times are demonstrated at the SNR3 station.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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In fact, the estimated average slip ranges from 0.2 to 0.7 cm for all of
the secondary events, while the value for the main event is 2.4 cm.
Theestimatedsourceparametersfortheentiresequencearereported
in the Supplementary Table S2.
We considered the estimations of the source radius and the static
stress drop for the main event obtained using the duration of the
source time functions (STFs), which are the values shown in grey in
the Supplementary Table S2 and displayed with triangle symbols in
Figure4.Thevaluesmatched(seeFigure4)thoseobtainedbyinvert-
ing the S-displacement spectra but were more robust and showed
smaller errors. The 26 P-wave first motion polarities were used with
the FPFIT code
15 (see also the Methods section) to obtain the fault
plane solutions of the main event. The resulting focal mechanism is
reported in Figure 5a and indicates an almost pure normal faulting
event. The average errors of the maximum likelihood solutions were
alsocomputedwiththeFPFITcodeandare4,2,and5uforstrike,dip,
andrake,respectively.Moreover,theaccuracy ofthesolutionsisalso
supported byavery lowmisfit of 0.04and astation distribution ratio
(STDR) of greater than 0.5 (see Figure 5a). We investigated which of
the two nodal planes is more likely to accommodate the rupture of
the main event using the isochrone back-projection technique
16. For
eachplaneandafixedconstantrupturevelocity,weretrievedthebest
solution for the slip by minimising the L1 distance between the
observed STFs and their synthetic estimations, which is an appro-
priate cost function for reproducing both the amplitude and the
shape of the STFs. By repeating the process for different rupture
velocitieswithintherangeof2.223.0 km/s,theminimumcostfunc-
tion was obtained for a rupture with a velocity of 2.3 km/s along the
nodal plane with a strike of 287u and a dip of 38u. The results are
showninFigure5b.Todeterminethesensitivityofthesolutiontothe
nodal plane and the rupture velocity, the vertical axis of the figure
shows the normalised variation of the cost function with respect to
the minimum value. After inspecting the curves, we found that the
nodal plane generating the rupture is highly constrained; however,
variation of the cost function with the rupture velocity is exception-
ally small, thus indicating a large parameter uncertainty. The best
solution for the slip distribution is shown in Figure 5c. The main
event was primarily a circular crack with a slip concentration in the
up-dip and positive strike directions, thus providing evidence for a
possible directivity effect in those directions.
Discussion
We investigated an earthquake sequence located along the main
segment of the Irpinia fault system, at an approximate 10 km depth,
using the analysis of high-quality seismic data from ISNet.
We found that a self-similar source scaling relationship holds for
microearthquakes of the analysed sequence, with a nearly constant
static stress drop of Ds 5 3.9 6 2.2 MPa. The hypothesis of a self-
similar constant stress drop scaling was statistically verified. This
value is consistent with the estimation of Ds 5 3.5 MPa for the
Ms 6.9, 1980 Irpinia earthquake
17, thereby suggesting that self-
similarity could extend over an extensive seismic moment range
(10
11–10
19 Nm) for earthquakes occurring along the Irpinia fault
system. Although the stress drop is only a measure of the difference
between the initial and final stress on a fault, the value obtained for
this sequence suggests a similar stress loading-unloading mechan-
isms across several space scales along this segmented normal fault
system in the Southern Apennines.
A detailed analysis of the main event waveforms revealed a kin-
ematic complexity of the rupture at a fracture scale of a few hundred
metres. The apparent source time function (Supplementary Figure
S3), obtained by empirical Green’s function (EGF) deconvolution at
12 stations, revealed a bi-modal time function with a generally nar-
rower second peak, which was larger than the first peak. We
as-sociatedthisshapewithatwo-stagerupturemodel,whichischar-
acterised by a smooth initial nucleation and a later phase associated
with a localised and relatively high-slip patch. Because the relative
weightofthesecondstageoftheruptureislarge(i.e.,thesecondpeak
of the STF), the spectral signature of this complex rupture results in
two corner frequencies, the smaller of which is associated with the
entire duration of the rupture and the larger of which is associated
with the later phase. It is important to note that estimations of the
corner frequency from the displacement spectra of microearth-
quakes may be biased by small-scale source and/or propagation
effects; however, the waveform deconvolution is a more robust tech-
nique for estimating the correct source size when properly selecting
the P/S wave time windows
18. We mapped the final slip distribution
on the fault plane using a back-projection technique applied to STF
amplitudes. The final image revealed complexity in the slip pattern,
with small values in the rupture nucleation area and a larger slip at
the crack boundary. The highest values were found in the up-dip
direction,westofthenucleationpoint.Thesizeofthemainruptureis
poorlyconstrainedbecausetherupture velocityisnotdeterminedby
the back-projection method. However, after assuming a constant
rupture velocity, the size of the high slip patch was found to be 4
to 5 times smaller than the initial, low-slip phase of the rupture. This
observation is similar to what was inferred for moderate to large
earthquakes, in which the largest slip values are generally localised
in small-sized patches far from the rupture nucleation zone
19.
However, due to the non-uniqueness of the kinematic model, a
large-amplitude,late-waveradiationcanalsobeattributedtoasharp
Figure 4 | Log of the source radius r (a) and the static stress drop Ds (b)
compared with the log of the seismic moment Mo. In the panel (a),
dashed lines correspond to constant static stress drop values, which are
expressed in MPa. Uncertainties in source parameters are reported in each
panel for the events belonging to the analysed sequence (red circles). A red
trianglesymbolinbothpanelsindicatesthecalculatedestimationfromthe
STFdurations.Grey circlesrepresent source parameter estimations for the
entire catalogue of seismic events recorded by the ISNet.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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border.
The smaller-magnitude events in the sequence were primarily
located east ofthe mainevent rupture surface. Whenlookingattheir
locations, projected on the main event fault plane (Figure 5c), their
rupturesurfacesnearlyoverlap.Thisindicatesthatthemechanismof
static stress transfer is likely responsible for controlling the time
progression of the sequence. The cumulative rupture area of the
smaller-magnitudeeventsisthesameasthatofthemainevent,while
the cumulative seismic moment of smaller-sized earthquakes is 2.5
times less than the seismic moment of the main event; therefore, this
difference results in the highest average slip.
Thefocalmechanismsofeacheventandthedirectivityanalysisfor
the main event reveal a clear, normal fault mechanism occurring
along aplane plunging northeast at 38u angle. This angle is less steep
than the 60u fault dip estimated for the Ms 6.9, 1980 Irpinia earth-
quake from first motion polarities of regional data
11 (references
therein). The surface projection of a 38u dipping plane crossing the
sequence area is 8.5 km far away from the fault scarp of the 1980
earthquake, which is instead compatible with a 60u dipping plane
(Figure 6). This may indicate a possible fault dip change between the
shallow and deep portions or an abrupt slope change related to a
kink, a branch or a fork near 10 km depth. The presence of a fault
kink or bend at a depth of approximately 10 km was also hypothe-
sised by Westaway and Jackson
11 to explain the later phases of the
mainruptureoftheIrpiniaearthquakeonthebasisofverticalground
levelling data and aftershock distribution.
Listric or kinked fault geometries are not unusual in normal fault-
ing tectonic contexts
20. The anomalously large stress concentration
may be the cause of the generation of small fractures near the zone
where the fault slope changes, which are likely to cause the fault zone
to be strongly damaged and/or fractured. This zone could be the
source of repeated earthquake activity due to the internal mechanical
re-adjustments from local stress release and/or fluid migration along
the fault zone near the geometrical barrier. Such seismic movements
can produce a crackling noise, which also occurs due to other phe-
nomena such as sound emission during paper crumpling, fluids
Figure 5 | (a)Faultplanesolutionsofthemaineventcomputedusing26P-wavefirstmotionpolarities. PandTdenotetheP-andT-axispositions.Open
circlesandcrossesindicatedilationsandcompressions,respectively.(b)Percentagevariationofthenormalisedcostfunctionscomparedwiththerupture
velocityforbothofthenodalplanes.Theabsolute minimumwasobtainedforthe nodalplanewithastrikeof287u,adip of38u,andarupturevelocity of
2.3 km/s. (c) Slip map of the main event and a superimposed distribution of all microearthquakes in the sequence along the strike-dip plane. The
dimensionsofthecirclescorrespondtotheMadariaga’scircularruptureareaoftheevents,inferredfromcornerfrequencies,whilethecolourofthecircles
indicatesthecomputedaverageslip,Du.Eventsinthesequenceforwhichtherewasnoreliableestimationofthesourceradiuscompletetheplotbytaking
theminimumvalueestimatedforthatparameter.Dottedcirclesatthecentrerepresenttheruptureareaofthemainevent,whichwasestimatedusingthe
STF durations. Horizontal and vertical location errors are also displayed.
Figure 6 | Sketch of the fault planes projected on the AA’ vertical cross
section(seeFigure1). Theredlinecorrespondstothefaultplaneobtained
in this study, while the blue line corresponds to the main segment of the
1980Irpiniaearthquake.Theinsetintheleftcornershowsaclose-upimage
of the analysed microearthquake sequence.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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in heterogeneous material
21.
Overcoming a geometrical barrier for an earthquake is not as easy
as moving along a planar surface. In addition, the probability for a
rupturetoturnaroundabenddependsontheorientationofthebend
itself, the bend angle, the remote stress orientation and the local
rupture velocity. Furthermore, it depends on which of the two
branches the rupture nucleates. With a vertical principal stress, s1,
and a horizontal principal stress, s3, the stress drop is nearly the
same along the two segments, and is almost independent of the ratio
s1/s3 and the dynamic friction, indicating that the two segments
have the same ability to sustain a propagating rupture. However, a
rupture developing along the steeper part of the fault is not dynam-
ically favoured over down-dip propagation and turning around the
bend
22,23. Additionally, occurrence of swarm-like sequences on the
compressional side of the kink reduces the normal stress on the
steeper portion of the fault, increasing the probability for the nuc-
leation of large events along this latter side of the fault
24. This could
have been the case of the 1980 Irpinia earthquake that nucleated at a
depthofapproximately10kmalongthesteepportionofthefaultand
propagated up-dip until it broke the free surface. Hence, monitoring
seismic sequences and separating physical processes that occur after
seismic events may help to define seismicity rates along the fault
system and the probability of moderate-to-large-magnitude
(M.6) earthquake occurrences.
Methods
We initially identified the accurate absolute locations of the events using a nonlinear
global approach (NonLinLoc)
25 in a 3-D velocity model of the Campania-Lucania
area
26,27. Subsequently, we refined the locations by applying a double-difference
technique (HypoDD)
28, which solves the double-difference equations using the sin-
gular value decomposition, in the equivalent layer-averaged 1-D velocity model
29.
This second step allowed for the minimisation of error due to un-modelled velocity
structures because ray paths from the events to a common station are similar; in fact,
hypocentral separations among earthquakes in the swarm are small compared to the
event-station distance and the length scale of the velocity heterogeneities. We used
both accurate manual picks and cross-correlation differential travel-times of P- and
S-waves in the earthquake relocation procedure. The cross-correlation differential
travel-times were computed in the frequency domain using the CCHAR program
30,
resulting in a dataset of 3,906 differential times. Prior to cross-correlation, the
CCHAR code performed adaptivewaveform pre-filtering, which was basedon cross-
coherency. This filtering assigned lowerweightstoincoherent frequency bands while
reducingthe riskof the removalof potentially useful signals bythe a priori band-pass
filter choice. In particular, our CC analyses used a window length of 125 (150)
samples, at 1 (1.2) second each, with a pre-pick offset of 0.2 (0.4) seconds for the P-
wave (S-wave) picks. Since the waveform cross-correlation data included differential
times of higher accuracy than the individual picks
31,32, their use in the double-dif-
ference algorithm gave accurate relative event relocations
8,28,33. Double-difference
relocationsforeventsinthesequenceareshowninSupplementaryTableS1withtheir
respective uncertainties.
After assuming a source model with a high-frequency decay proportional to v
-c (c
is an inverted parameter), refined estimations of the spectral amplitude Vo and the
corner frequency vc were obtained by inverting the observed S-wave displacement
spectra in the frequency range of 0.5–50 Hz. Following an inversion strategy similar
to that used by De Lorenzo et al.
34, we adopted a multi-step, non-linear, iterative
procedure aimed at the joint determination of the source, the medium attenuation
parameters along with a frequency-dependent parameter, and the site amplification
function
35. Specifically, we applied the non-linear Levenberg-Marquardt least-
squares algorithm
36, which was implemented in the software package GNUPLOT
37,
for curve-fitting and parameter estimation. In the curve-fitting, the signal-to-noise
ratio was calculated in the entire range of frequencies and was used as a weighting
factor;thenoiselevelwascalculatedfromatimewindowof2.5secondsbeforethefirst
P-wave arrival. With respect to the spectral analysis, the S-wave displacement spec-
trum was calculated as the modulus of the two horizontal-component spectra in a
time window of 2.5 s, which started 0.25 s before the S-wave onset and ended 2.25 s
after the onset. The use of a small time window around the direct S-wave arrivals
reduces the influence from common propagation effects that can affect the resulting
parameters
38.
Starting from the estimates of the spectral parameters Voa n dvc, we calculated the
seismic moment Mo
39 and the source radius r
40 for nine microearthquakes recorded by
at least three stations and with signal-to-noise ratios larger than two throughout the
entire frequency range. The seismic moment and the radius of circular fault ruptures
were then used to estimate the static stress drop Ds
41 and the average slip Du
39.
Westudied therupture processofthe largestmagnitudeevent byfirstdetermining
its focal mechanism with the FPFIT code
15, which uses the information provided by
P-wavefirstmotionpolarities,andafterbyperformingakinematicrupturemodelling
throughthedeconvolutionoftheempiricalGreen’sfunction(EGF).Inparticular,the
inversion of the FPFIT code was accomplished through a grid search step of one
degree.Withregardtothekinematicrupturemodelling,toretrieveareliableapparent
sourcetimefunction(STF),wefirstappliedthestabiliseddeconvolutiontechnique of
Valle ´e
42, in which causality, positivity,limited duration and equal area constraints on
theSTF areintegratedinthe deconvolution process. TheMw51.9microearthquake
that occurred on 2008-5-27 at 17:25 UTC was used as the EGF; in fact, it was among
the smallest of the events and it was recorded by a large number of stations. We then
estimated the STF at 12 recording stations (Supplementary Figure S3) in the S-wave
time window. We finally performed a kinematic rupture inversion using the iso-
chroneback-projectiontechnique
16.TheinversionofSTFsallowedustoconstrainthe
fault plane and provided us with an estimation of the slip distribution, rupture
direction, and average velocity.
After using the STF durations, additional estimations of the corner frequency, the
source radius, and the static stress drop were obtained. The values are reported in the
Supplementary Table S2 and are plotted in Figure 4 with triangle symbols.
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